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directly from the X-distribution. To do so, we replace /EStn/ogogn by an approximation
thereto. With K(.) defined as in (2) and (3),
ES+ ES:(9) 0.673 li_,ioonf K(n) <= limn__,oosup K (hi <= 2.
(For a proof of (9), consult Klass [6].) Hence, letting a,, (log log n)K(n/log log n), our
heuristics suggest that when the possibility of getting large X- can be ignored, L-=
lim supn_.oo Sn/an should be both positive and finite. Indeed, as stated in (4), whenever
P(Xn > an i.o.) =0, we have <- L-< 1.5.
Thus, an has been identified as the product of two quantities, K(n/loglog n) and
log log n, each capable of interpretation. K(n/log log n) relates to the size of a "piece of
good luck" while log log n relates to the maximum number of such pieces which may
occur in succession infinitely often.
When 0<EX O’2 < O, K(n).--.trx/- and so .v/an’--.tr(2n log log n)/Z=d,,. On the
other hand, if X+ is bounded above and P(X <-y) (y log y)- for y_-> e, then K(n)--.
n/log n and ES,+--- K(n)._In this case, it follows that a,.’..ES+. In the first case, L=-
lim supn_. Sn/an equals 4’2, while in the second case, L 1. These extreme cases illustrate
how well the norming sequence {an} adjusts to diverse situations, varying between
and d,.
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CENTERING OF SIGNED RANK STATISTICS WITH A
CONTINUOUS SCORE-GENERATING FUNCTION
M. L. PURl AND S. S. RALESCU
Summary
For a continuous score generating function, Hijek [2] established the asymptotic normality
of a simple linear rank statistic SN with natural parameters (ES, Var Su) as well as
(ESu, o-), where cr2 is some constant. The permissibility of replacing ES by a simpler
constant/xu was shown by Hoeffding [4] under conditions slightly stronger than Hfijek’s.
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Following Hijek’s methods, HukovS. [5] derived the asymptotic normality of a simple
signed rank statistic S with parameters (ES, Var S) as well as (ES2, tr2) and left
open the problem of the replacement of ES by some simpler constant. In this note we
close this problem of the replacement of ES by a simpler constant/x. The solution is
a follow-up of Hoeffding [4]. We also provide a slight generalization with regard to the
choice of scores.
1. Introduction
Let XNi, <-- <= N, N >-_ 1, be independent r.v.’s with continuous distribution functions
Fsi, -< <- N, _N --> 1, respectively. HS.jek [2] studied the asymptotic distribution of the
statistic Ss =1 csias(Rsi), where the cs, -< _-< N, are known constants, Rs, -< -_< N,
are the ranks of Xs, 1-<_i <- N, respectively, and aN(i) are the scores. Under suitable
assumptions on the c’s and the score generating function, HS.jek [2] proved the asymptotic
normality of Ss with natural parameters (ESs, Var SN) as well as (ESs, crEw), where
crEw(>0) is some constant, and left open the problem of the replacement of ESs by a
simpler centering constant/Xs. This problem was later investigated by Hoeffding [4], who
showed that this replacement was permissible if one of HS.jek’s condition is slightly
strengthened. Later, following the methods of HS.jek [2], Hugkov. [5] derived the asymptotic
normality of the signed rank statistic S== CNiaN(R+Ni) sgn Xs (where the c’s (as
above) are known constants, Ri, 1-<_ i<= N, are the ranks of Ix ,l, <-i-< N, among
(Ixl, <-j =< N)) with the parameters (ES, Var S) as well as (ES, tr2). Even though
the statistic S is extensively used in both theroetical as well as applied problems, the
problem ofthe replacement ofES by a simpler constant has not been formally considered.
In this note we close this problem of the replacement of ES by a simpler constant/x+N"
The solution is a straightforward follow-up of Hoettding [4].
2. Preliminaries
We assume that the scores aN(i) are generated by a function q" (0, 1) R, which is
expressible as a difference of two non-decreasing functions 1 and 2, that is (t)=
q91(t)- P2(t) 0< < 1.
The scores are obtained either by interpolation
(2.1) as(i)=q(i/(S+ 1)), <= i_-< N,
or by a procedure satisfying
N
(2.2) Y laN(i)--(i/(S+ 1))1-o(N1/2),
i=1
or by
(2.3) aN(i) Ecp(U)), _-< _-< N,
where U is the ith order statistic in a random sample of size N from the uniform
distribution over (0, 1).
We also assume the nondegeneration of variance Var S in the strict form:
(2.4) liminfVar(S)/(S max c2i)>0.
N
Alternatively, we may assume that (2.4) holds with Var S replaced by some approxi-
mate variance tr2N that is
(2.5) lim inf r/(N max CN,) > 0.
N N
Set
N N
Hs(x)= N
-
Fs,(x)and H*(x)= N- ., F*i(x),
i=1 i=1
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where F*i(x) P[IXNi] x], -< -< N. For notational convenience, we suppress the sub-
script N from Xsi, Fsi, Fi, R+. etc.
We now quote Hugkovfi’s [5] main result transformed from her e-form into a limit form.
Theorem (Hukovfi). Let p(t) Pl(t) rp2(t), 0 < < 1, where l(t) and q2(t) are both
nondecreasing, square integrable and absolutely continuous inside (0, 1). Consider S+N given
in Section with scores satisfying (2.1) or (2.3). Assume that (2.4) or (2.5) holds, where
N
(2.6) tr Y Var Zi,
i=1
Z, N-’ E cj sgn xEu(Ixl-Ix, I)- f*,(lxl)]o"(n*(Ixl)) dF(x)
j=l
+ c,[sgn X,o(H*(IX,[) E(sgn X,o(H*(lX, I) )], <= <= N.
en S is asymptotically, normal with parameters (ES, Var S) as well as with
parameters (ES, ).
3. Main Result
In this section we show that if the condition of square integrability of o and 02 is
slightly strengthened, then Hukovfi’s theorem remains true with ESPy replaced by
(3.1) /zs c sgn x(H*([x[)) dF(x).
i=1
This problem is of practical interest, since +/x s is quite simple and easier to manipulate
in asymptotic situations.
Explicitly, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Consider the statistic S+ with p( t) p( t) qgE( t), where q and P2 are
nondecreasing, absolutely continuous inside (0, 1) and satisfy the Hoeffding condition, viz.
tl/2(1 t) 1/2 dqi(t) <(3.2) i- 1, 2.
Assume that the scores as(i) are given by (2.1) or more generally by (2.2). Then either
(2.4) or (2.5) with tr2 defined by (2.6) implies the asymptotic normality ofS with parameters(/x, Var S) as well as with parameters (l, try). Also, the above assertion remains true
if the scores are generated by (2.3).
REMARK. If q is nondecreasing, then denoting
(3.3) )1/2J(tp) t/2(1 dq(t)
it is shown in Hoeftdin [4] that the condition J(rp)< implies the square integrability
of q, and the condition J rpE(t){log (1 + I(t)l)}+ dt < for some > 0 implies J() <.
In this sense the condition (3.2) is not much stronger than square integrability.
For the rest of this section, C1, C2,"" will denote positive numerical constants
numbered in order of appearance. Their possible dependence on other elements (functions,
parameters, etc.) will also be emphasized.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 uses the techniques of Sections 3 and 4 of Hoeffding [4]
and depends on the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. ere exists a numerical constant C > 0 such that if is nondecreasing, then
(3.4) E(sgnX sgn x(H*(xl)) dF(x) CN/J()
i= N+I
where J(q) is defined by (3.3).
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Ixl), V,(x) [1 u(x Ix, l)]+V(x), <i<N.PROOF. Set V(X) ,k=I U(X
Then, by conditioning, we have
R-I) ) -;_osgnx(H*(lx,))dFi(x)E(sgn X,(N+
(3.5)
N+i/-(H*(Ixl)) aFi(x), liN.
Now, by considerations as used in the derivation of (3.7) in Hoeffding [4], we obtain
Z E -(H*(x)) dF,(x)
i= N+I](3.6
2N lg(v(x-(n*(x))l an*(x+
-
0
where
i+1
,tp 0<-i<- N.g(i)=min q
N+ I/ N+
Furthermore,
Elg( V(x)) q(H*(x))[ dH*(x)
(3.7)
<- Elg(V(x))-g([NH*(x)]) dg*(x)+ Ig([gt])-(t)[ dt
([. integer part).
Consider now a random variable WN(p)" B(N, p). Then, following Hoettding [3] it
is easily shown that the first integral in the right-hand side of (3.7) is bounded from above
by t0 EIg( WN(t))--g([Nt])] dt<-_aN-/2J(,).
This, together with (3.6) and (3.7) imply (via Hoettding’s [4] relations (3.18) through
(3.20)) that
= \N+I](3.8)
<-8N/2J(p)+3(N+ 1) o(t) dr- o(t) dt
N/(N+I) dO
<- C NI/2J( tp
for some C > 0. The proof follows from (3.5) and (3.8)
Lemma 3.2. Ifq" (0, 1)
-
R has a bounded second derivative, then there exists a constant
C2(0) > 0 such that, for all 1,. ., N,
(3.9) ]E(sgn Xo(RT/(N+ l)))-F4sgnX,(g*([X,[)))[ C(o)/ N.
PROOF. The proof follows by using conditioning arguments, Taylor expansions and
routine computations.
for the statistic S,In the sequel, we introduce the symbols S, /x, Z(q) and tr,
the constant (3.1) and the random variables and the constant (2.6) if the scores are given
by as(i)=((i/N+ 1)) to exhibit dependence on , leaving S) for the general case of
the scores given by (2.2). Then we have
Lemma 3.3.
((3.10) E(S-S;)<( max ci) a(i)-i N+
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PROOF. By definition
S-S-= 2 ci sgnXi aN(Rf)-o N+i=1
which implies
N
]Sv S[ <= (,_,_<max ]ci[),E,.=
with probability one. The result follows.
Lemma 3.4. For scores given by aN(i)=o(i/(N+ 1)), (2.4) holds if and only if (2.5)
holds with 0.2 0.,2 given by (2.6). In this case,
(3.11) lim Var S-/0.2 1.
Noo
PROOF. With a > 0 to be specified later, we decompose (cf. Hijek [2], Lemma
5.1) as q/+1)-2), where q/ is a polynomial, p) and (2) are nondecreasing and
(3.12) l)(t) dt + 2)( t) dt < a.
By Lemma 5 of Hukovfi [5], there exists a constant C3 > 0 such that
max c2i) Ok)(t) dt,0..k) Y. Var Z()) < C3N(l<__i<_ Ni=1 k= 1,2,
which together with the decomposition (3.12) implies
(3.13) max Ic, I)N’/ ’/.
From Lemma 2 of HukovS. [5] we find that
(3.14) I0.0 -(Var S)’/2[--- G(’) max Ic,[, where G(0) > 0.l<__i<__N
Finally, using Theorem 4 of Hukowi [5] and (3.11) we obtain
(3.15) [(Var s)l/2-(Var S-)/2[ <- (160)1/2( max [ci[)N/20t /2.
l<_i_N
Now suppose that (2.4) holds. Let y > 0 be such that
(3.16) Var S >_- yN max c, N>-_I.
Then, using (3.13)-(3.16), there exists a constant Cs(y)>0, depending on y only
such that
(3.17) [(0.2/Var .+’/- II c()= ’/ -[-(c4(q/)/)’/N-’/2
Let e>0 be given. Choose a such that Cs(’),)a /2=e/2. This choice fixes C4(0).
Then from (3.17) we clearly obtain (3.11). Consequently, (2.5) holds true. Similarly, (2.5)
implies (3.17) and thus (2.4). The proof follows.
Lemma 3.5. Let the scores be given by (2.2). Then
liminfVar(S)/(N max ci)>O:liminfVar(S-)/(N max c,2.)>0.
N N N-.,
In this case, limN_, Var (S)/Var (S) 1.
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PROOF. The proof follows by using
Var /2 Var (U- U2)
\Var U2 Var U2
together with Lemma 3.3.
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the scores are given by (2.1). Since from
N(0, 1), the asymptotic normalityTheorem 6 of Hukovfi [5], (S+ ES+)/(Var S+) /2
of S with parameters (/x, Var S) will follow if we show that
(3.18) lim (ES-/x)/(Var S)1/2=0.
N--
To this end, with a > 0 to be specified later, we decompose q as in (Hoeffding [4], Lemma
1), viz. o q + o(1)- o(2), where q is a polynomial, o() and (2) are nondecreasing and
(3.19) J(o)) + J(q2)) < a.
Now, for any o, it is readily seen that
(3,o) Iws-l-<(max Il),Y w sgnXiq sgnx,t,(H*(]x]))dF,(x).l_-<i=<N \N+I
Applying Lemma 3.2 and (3.20) with q q, we obtain
+(3.21) IEs:-l= C2(I]/) a..:xN=<=< [ci[.
Also from Lemma 3.1, (3.19) and (3.20) with q- q(k, k- 1, 2, we have
+Y IES:-I<-- C, s’/Ea max Icil.
k=l
Let 3,>0 be such that (2.16) holds. Then from (3.16), (3.20) and (3.21) we get
(3.22) [ES ,
 l/(Var ,q+],/2 < C2 I]/)0 -1/2N-1/2 q- C13/-1/2oL
Now, given e > 0,choose a > 0 in the decomposition (3.20) such that CT-/za e/2.
This choice fixes 6 and therefore Cz(q). Finally, choose N such that C2(/)T-1/ZN-1/2<
e/2 for N >-N. Then (3.22) implies (3.18) as was to be shown. Also Lemma 2.4 implies
the asymptotic normality of S with parameters (tx, r2).
Suppose-now that the scores are given by (2.2). Then using Lemma 3.5, (3.18) and
the fact that (S-ES- S- + ES)/(Var S+)/2 0 (which follows from Lemma 3.3) we
obtain the asymptotic normality of S with natural parameters (ES, Var S). Finally,
proceeding as before we obtain the asymptotic normality of S with parameters(tz, Var S), (ES, cr) and (/x, o’2).
The case of the "exact" scores (2.3), i.e., aN(i)= Eo(U%), can be treated similarly
as in Hoeffding ([4]), p. 62) with the help of the inequality
IES+- x;I-< max Icl) 2 I(s)- o +,l<----iNN i=1
+ 2 E sgn Xo sgn xo(H*(lx[)) dFi(x)
=1 \N+I
holding for any q.
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THE SINGLE JUMP PROCESS WITH SOME
STATISTICAL APPLICATIONS
A. AL-HUSSAINI AND R. J. ELLIOTT
I. Introduction
Martingales associated with the single jump process were discussed by Chou and
Meyer [1], Davis [2] and Elliott [3]. In this paper we indicate how some results of these
papers extend to the situation where the time parameter runs through the real numbers
and then apply them to a real-valued random variable. In particular, a representation for
the empirical, distribution is obtained in Section 3. A martingale proof of the Glivenko-
Cantelli theorem is then derived. The Glivenko-Cantelli theorem states that the empirical
distribution function of a random variable converges uniformly on the whole line to the
distribution function. It has important applications in mathematical statistics, and the
usual proofs (see, for example, [4]), are measure-theoretic. Finally, following a suggestion
of Mark Davis, the functional central limit theorem of Liptser and Shiryaev [6] is applied
in Section 5 to deduce a convergence of the empirical distribution to the Brownian bridge.
The second author wishes to thank Professor A1-Hussaini for arranging his visit to
Edmonton in the summer of 1981, when work on this paper commenced.
2. Random Variables and Martingales
In this section we indicate how some results of Chou and Meyer [1], Davis [2], and
Elliott [3], concerning the single jump process, extend to processes associated with a
real-valued random variable. The only new feature compared with the above references
is that the "times" parameter here belongs to [-c, o] rather than [0, ], so proofs will
not be given.
Consider a random variable X with values in [-, ]. As the basic probability space
we can, therefore, take f [-, ] with the Borel field . Suppose
Gt P(X -<_ t), E [-,
is the distribution function of X. We. shall also assume that G_oo F 0, where Ft Gt.
The Stieltjes measure dGt gives rise to a probability measure on (fl, 3). Rather than G,
it is often more convenient in the calculations below to use
Ft P(X > t) t- G,.
Consider the indicator process generated by searching along the real line in the
positive direction for the value X of the random variable, i.e., the process p, It>__x. Write
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